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Car Covers Now Being Manufactured by CarAutoCovers.com for 2017 U.S.
Automobiles to Be Released

CarAutoCovers.com is now manufacturing car covers for all new 2017 cars, trucks and SUVs
in the U.S. A top rated online car cover store in America, CarAutoCovers is expanding its
already wide selection to encompass every make and model for the upcoming new year.

Anaheim, CA (PRWEB) April 25, 2016 -- CarAutoCovers (CarAutoCovers.com), an online portal designed to
help shoppers find the highest-quality car covers on the market at the lowest prices possible, announced it has
now begun manufacturing car covers for 2017 cars, trucks and SUVs in the U.S. CarAutoCovers
representatives say this is a major piece of news because the world will be a “very different place” in just a year
and a half, what with a new president in the White House, Fast and the Furious 8 in theaters and a new crop of
vehicles that should see the market well into the next decade. While most of the automotive news for 2017 is
shrouded in spy photos for most models, there are already a number of new cars that buyers are lining up for –
and CarAutoCovers is preparing for that.

“Our staff is about helping folks find the best car cover available on the market for their particular automobile,”
states a CarAutoCovers senior company spokesperson. “We’re drivers too, and we understand it can be a
painstaking process when searching for upgrades or replacements – after all, a vehicle is an important part of
our lives, as well as a major investment, and finding the right accessories can sometimes be a challenge. Our
goal is to make it simple for our customers to find the best car cover that suits their vehicle, so we’re very
excited to offer car covers for 2017 cars, trucks and SUVs.”

Founded in New York City just over a decade ago but now boasting three warehouses around North America,
CarAutoCovers completes the research on perfect-fit covers and has developed relationships with some of the
most reputable manufacturers in the industry. The company’s website was designed to exude user-friendly
operating characteristics so customers can quickly find the car cover they’re searching for, with elements that
enable simple navigation. Further, a Price Match Guarantee and Easy Returns policy ensure customers know
they are “being taken care of” by CarAutoCovers representatives, two business practices set to continue as the
car covers for 2017 models hit inventory shelves.

From bird droppings and harsh sun rays to dirt, sap and snow, an automobile’s paint job is always at risk from
elements seen and unseen, and without the proper protection in place, that exterior is left vulnerable to the
fading, scratches and dings that these nuisances create. As the 2017 car, truck and SUV models begin rolling
out, CarAutoCovers will be offering a solid investment in a solution form-fitted to the specific 2017 makes and
models for the ultimate in protection.

Representatives of CarAutoCovers regularly explain the benefits of using automotive covers to their customers,
citing the way a vehicle can keep that showroom shine – even if the vehicle is parked in a garage – with regular
use of a properly-fitted cover. One of the first elements car owners should be attempting to repel, say
CarAutoCovers reps, is ultraviolet rays, which can be devastating on a car’s finish; to this end, a specially-fitted
car cover protects the paint from fading and “cross-linking” while providing UV protection for the interior as
well. Dust and dirt protection is also an essential function of a car cover, as these particles can trap moisture and
ultimately promote premature rusting – the particles are also abrasive, contrary to popular belief, and scratches
by dust and dirt inevitably dulls and destroys a car’s finish.
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CarAutoCovers' website will be regularly updated as the car covers for 2017 are introduced.

About CarAutoCovers

The goal for the staff at CarAutoCovers is to provide the highest-quality car covers on the market at the lowest
price possible, and being the direct manufacturer allows the company to offer its car covers at wholesale prices
without compromising on quality. What’s more, being updated on the latest technology helps CarAutoCovers to
continuously improve on the quality of its fabrics.

CarAutoCovers can be reached by calling (800) 288-5844. For more information, visit
http://www.CarAutoCovers.com or email info(at)CarAutoCovers(dot)com.
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Contact Information
Clint Dixon
Clint Dixon
http://www.clintdixon.com
+1 (717) 994-9124

Sam S. Stevens
Car Covers
http://https://carautocovers.com
(800)-288-5844

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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